THE NEW TERMINAL 1 AT LAX
BEST FOOD & BEVERAGE PROGRAM
ACI 2019 AWARDS

A Unique Partnership
Los Angeles World Airports and Southwest Airlines partnered with UnibailRodamco-Westfield Airports on a $516.7 million overhaul of Terminal 1 at
LAX. The new experience introduced travelers to a host of terminal
improvements along with 22 world-class dining and retail destinations and
a redesigned curb-to-gate journey. The retail and dining experience was
fully customized for Southwest, the terminal’s exclusive carrier,
incorporating the airline’s commitment to the highest quality customer
service delivered with a sense of warmth, friendliness and fun.
The unprecedented partnership between LAWA, Southwest and URW
Airports raised the bar for airport terminal development and created an
environment that is a reflection of the best of Los Angeles. All the project
partners, including Mayor Eric Garcetti, LAWA CEO Deborah Flint and
Southwest CEO Gary Kelly, came together for a formal ribbon-cutting
ceremony to cap a three-day customer celebration. The grand reveal
event made headlines around the world in industry and social media.
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Bringing LA into LAX
The food and beverage program at LAX T1 was fully customized for the
Southwest traveler, offering a brand new food hall experience and
diversity of options that cater to people on the go, young professionals
and families. With a vision of bringing LA into LAX, the food and beverage
program offers eight local brands and five never before seen in an airport,
including the celebrated Urth Caffe and the famous Cassell’s Hamburgers.
Other local options include Rock & Brews from KISS front men Gene
Simmons and Paul Stanley as well as Trejo’s Tacos from famed actor and
restaurateur Danny Trejo.
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Einstein Bros. Bagels

Food Hall
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Trejo’s Tacos
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Urth Caffe

Chic-fil-A
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LAX T1 Story
Southwest® customers are
loving the curb-to-gate,
wall-to-wall transformation
following a half-billiondollar redevelopment that
showcases a new check-in
area, an efficient nine-lane
security checkpoint, new
area for baggage claim, and
22 exciting new dining and
retail destinations with
state-of-the-art design.
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